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"Risdng lmmigraiien Tide Strain Nation s'!?whools" ':?.i-rnies the headline of

4Gene Maeroff.'s article in a special, Fall '83 L2-( caiiou supplement of tire New
/

-

1

York Times. The edUCation reporier goes oci.to pOnt out that America's claSs
,.

roomq are confronted by the biggest influx of immigrant students since -early in

the century. So once again, American elementary and'secondary schools are

'ing turned into."meling pots" struggling to'alisorb.the hundreds of thousands

of immigrant youngsterli. (Maeroff,'N.Y. Times August .21, 1983, Education

ei Supplement, p. 1)

The situation in American schools in the 1980s parall.els the experiences of

British schools in the 1960s,. The sudden. influx of non7English speaking chil

dren in large numbers' taxes the resources of the educational enterprise dedi
f,

cated to the promulgation of, the English language in spoken and written form
r

as well as the culture, heritage, history, tradition ajid customs. embedded in

that language. And eduatJors know 1_11;a the ta.sk of helping fit-these immigrant,

. youngsters.into the socrety falls primarily on the naLion's schoo4s.\ As

'Maeroff puts it "the. implications of hay.ing to absorb both iMmigrqn and natilie
. /

born students with limitedeEnglish proficiency are enormous,--affeQting curricu

lum, costsf the availability. of teaching jobs, and educational and social
4

philosophy." (P. 3i) A4iptatementas applicable to British schools as those

410
in America'.

t.
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In the past in British and American schools, childr n speaking a language

Other than English were seen.not as possessing a set of aluable.skills but as

struggling against an impediment that needed to be eradi atedbefore they.

ld successfully acquire the English language and thus take advantage of the..

learning opportunities available in,the society. But in more recent years a

shift in.thinking has been underway; Now instead of regarding the mother

tongue as a barrier to learning English, more, educators and classroom teachers

are coming to:see it as providing children with a valua le foundation of con-

fidence at using language and understanding how languag works.

Today the arguments for.a multicultural curriculum reflecting children's
o

cultural experiences are fast gaining ground illithe'UnIted States and in Britain.

However, language and culture.ate inseparable as teachers were soon to discover
J .-- 4,.

through their efforts to incorporate aspect's of. their" pupils hote cultures into

the day to day work of the classroom. Gradually, then,they are, recognizing
,--

-
that the multicultural4q:urriculum should also be a multilingual one; and the

development of relevant classroom strategies- is becoming a major priority.

In dealing with-the new waves of immigrant pupils schools quickly recog-

nized that they also were bccoming'deeply involved with the parentg, the.

families of limited or non English speaking children. If there Was any doubt

about the views of these parents toward mother tongu aintenance fog their

children, evidence of-their commitment was to be found in the 00MMunity-run
- \

moth r tongue classes operating outside normal school hours in ethnic minority
lo.

comtunities in the United States and in Britain. It is evident that parents

are deeply concerned with maintenance of the mother tongue to facilitate

communication with their children and encourage.children to participate and

'communicate at family gatheringg. Further, pasrents wish their children to be .

able to keep cowract with the hpmeland and-with relatives and friends that
a

t
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- . still reside there. Parents of these chlldren are often worried about the loss

of self esteem and identification with the traditions and culture of the ethnic!

group. On the other hand, 'most teachers are preoccupied-with,the social, psy- 1

.chOlogical and general educational perforthance of thefr, pupils. Siciologists
.-.)

.
-...point out that there is nbiaccepted concept & hyphenated identities in'England

N
-

):

as there-is in America such as the Mexican-American.or the Italian-American. ''''-

, ,

-
.. . -.

Further, few minority cultUres,,and languages,'are valued or publicly recognized
'.

,

s-. 4
.t 'in the wider BritiSh society.

'

.Al$,

4' . t
- To underscore the importancelOf the mainte*ance of one's mother tongue,

etlty Khan of the Linguistic Minorities Project
.. .

The 'fact tiat-many childrenof non-

I

English.mottier tongues

in Britis schools stop speaking (and at times refuse to

acknowled e the existence',00 their mother tongue is not
N. t 4

-; 'N'solely saw4 simply an indication of dramatic language
,

shift. Ix al§o indicates theiriappreciation of the rela-

, tive value accorded to the two languagePrin the sch ol

and the wider soviet' as a'whole...In some cases minority

children refuse; to speaklhe mother tongue at home ekcept
%

when essential,for example,,with anon- English- speaking

parent. 'This situation and the actual dominance of English

and loss of mother tongue ca cause.the loss of\total com-

munication between parents and chi reel in minority families

even before the child stareiischoo

(Oran, 1980, p. 83-84')
1

.

Her statement reflects the deep concern of educaeors, in English speaking

nations about the non-English speaking children in their schools.

A Response to Mothee.Tongue Teaching in Britain r

As-a result of this concern in Britain in 1981 the School Council, with

support from the Inner London Education Authority (ILEA) and fundingfromythe

o 4
European Commission, (EEC), felt the climate was right to launch a major'

O

-
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national project which would offe-assi4tance,. in
-

A

a
guidelines, to teachers wishing to extend the mother tongue skills etheir

m of resources'and

'primary age childien. Fromthe outset, it-has been clear that the Schools

Council Mother tO,ngLe Project cannbt focus its efforts'onemy single category
.

of teachers. since three broad groupsskare'responsibility for, the education of

9... bilingual_ children.

,

,

TheJirst comprises those,teachers who (contribute thei.time and'.e,xpertise,

?often voluntarily, to the .community mother tongue schools that net

weekends.~ dThe second is the steadily growing group employed by Local

cation Ibihorities (LEAS) as mationgue teat hng specialists to ainuream.

evenings'

j

, .

primary.scilopis.' he third, and ntimerically th4 largest, consists of all those
A

i'44L ;

'primary teachers wfica.., ork brings them, into realar contact with pupils from
:' A,

. ,

differentlingnisic ackgrounds and who therefore exert some influence on

how chilar n perceiVe'their bilingualism, and the.stattts that is ascaed to
A '''

their languages within the schobl. Three groups a teachers, often from.dif,

ferent professiond/ boackgrounds, facing varied teaching situati&ns end'each

defining their own classroom priorities, yet all having Complementary roles in

ti

aiding children's mother tongues.
. .

i.

The pro:ject has set itself the task ("if collaborating ,With afl three groUps ..

. .

in order to devise resources.and teaching strategies which will Meet theirineedd,..

and circumstances. Y,
,

.
. .

Bengali and Greek have been t-,ken as the focus languages for the project's:,

. .

main materials output. Chosen because of the size' of their population in the
P

London area where the project is based', these also offer. interesting lin

guistic

.

contrasts and similarities which will enable the experience of working
4 .-

with them to be more wisely generalizable to other community langbages. Indeed

A
a major aim is to extend the process of materials development in Bengdli and,

t

jl
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Greek

k
.

so.ds to provide,a framework which. Will assist'bilingUal teachers

generally in prepa4ng their own materials for classroomhuse.

From September 1981 to July. 1982 was a develoAent periods during
)

which the/project team Oorke'd clOseir with groups of Beigall. andGre4-speaking
') ,

..
. .

teachers in order: to proclucela co llection n or racy and literacy materd lsi

.. ....
,

.

which reflect the experiences of children gf ing up 1 an urban m ulti
---,

tura."
. -.

A f

environment.
. . .

.

'
.

. , -
/ '.

The following scho 1 year saw draft versions of the materials undergoing
. . ,

classrodm trials in the Pndoh area, the -bilingual teachers using them being,4 . .

- A
A

". . , c

in the main, thbse who were preViously invOlyed,ip tt it develOPffient, Although,
m

./

primarily intended for evaluating the materials in use, this trial year had the
.

additional aim of providing the team withinsight into cAer'aspects of mcither

,i ° tongue teaching such as, how schools might .organize,, how children are lik e to
. .

)1.y

- .

.
,

,

. .

..

benefit, and what sort of'In-Service stipport needs to be available for all mem-'
. .

t . ,.

'bersof staff. Guidance onsuch iiues isAfrequently being sought by sChOor's .

, ;

and LEAs, and so as part of the final year's output the team its hoping. tq, by
e. . t .

able to pass onthe exPeriefftei:theY have gained'in the form of a. collection

,.

0,,

pf case study reports, drawn from the pareiciphting schools:
. ,

Although .Bengali and Greek have 'consi eralvle statistical Importancein
.

.

the ign'cron area, at a national level they -t-e just two among several major
.,--

1
4

i
community/languages; and by 'compaiison with Others, in certain, areas of

/ --
. .,

9
.

.
'

.

Britain they are spoken'bOonly a small proportion of the ethnic minority
. , r , *

population.. It becolts
V

all the-`more important, then, that -bilingual teachers .

, . . .

.,

of other languages shoUld be able to draw'won the project's work andfeel
1

/-"S

.that its materials package has some applications ill their own'spheres of

L.

e.

dnterest.

^1,

O

.1.
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This 'has become known as the 'transferability' aspect of the project.. It

is being'approached in a variety f ways. One starting point was kincorpo-
..,.

rate-an element of intercultural exchange into the Bengali and Creek strands

thus enabling a yo.ung:Creek.-speaker, for instance, to read a,story in Creek

abo4t a Bangladeshi child's firt day at school in a new ountry, or by giving

a Benpli-speaW.ng child a chance to learn about a typriot wedding ceremony.

A further step has been for the project team to make available some of their

material's to bilingual teachers of other languages, Portuguese and Urdu for -0-

instance, 'who are now using Eheill.'in their ow?-1 classes having carried out any
. ,

necessary translation Later, details of how they used and adapted the Materials,

will be collated by the project team and, together with the-reaultS of monitoring

the original development plitcess, will form the basis for a handbook of guide-

lines on preparing resources for mother tongue teaching 4t the primary level.

Supporting the Multilingual Classroom Teacher

Classroom teachers ih multicultural primary schools face a wide variety of

situations. Many work with children from a range of linguistic backgrounds.

Others draw their pupils from communities where a ,particular language is in the

majority. 'Some teachclasses'in which ellnkc.' minority children are in a dis-

tinct minority.

All this adds up to a 'heterogeneous group. But what these teachers are

likely to have in common is that they have little, if any, competence in the

languages of their pupils and, therefore would' appreciate guidance' on how to

bring language diversity on to the classroan agenda. Here, three pUblicatyns

are planned by the project:

The first--"Supporting Children's Bilingualism"--is already available

from Longman. It is the outcome of a eminar held by the project in the Summer

of 1982 and sets out some, f the issues which schools and LEAs will need to
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t

examine in order to provide teachers with the suppOrtive,structure that is
j

necessarkif they are to be afire to respond effectively to their.

languages. Included ate sections on--Why support children's bilingualism?;

The need for a school and LEA policy; 7n-S5crvice training; Resources; Links ,

with ethnic minority communities. A final section poses some discussion
.

points and offers suggestions on how the document could-be used ro.cally as

an aid to In-Service Training, or in preparing schOol or LEA policies. See

London Times article (Appendix)..

Insert here diagram, "Why Support Bilingualism"

The second -- "teaching in t,he Multilingual Classroom'i'll-- is to be the main

handbook for teachers in linguistically mixed classrooms. It is a compilation

of activities undertaken by prim.nry, teachers in eleven LEAs between January..

1982 and January 1983. Throughout, the emphasis is,on self-help, the intention

being to demonstrate how teachers can create an atmosphere of linguistic

awarenesA and sharing, calling upon the range of human and material resources

that are available to most multicultural schools. The main sections are Finding

out about children'S languages; Language diversity ac.poss the curriculum;

Working with parents; Using mother tongue stories; Learning children's lan-

guages; Looking at resources.

National trials of the handbook will end in December of 1983. It will

then be revised in the light of teachers' onServations, with a view to it

being published by Longman in 1984.

The third--"The Children's. Language Project"--comprises a, series of

activity cards ghat are the outcome of a joint venture involving the Projeci0*

and the Language Information Network Co-ordination. They are designed to ,..

ti
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Page 13 from4'SUPPORTING CHILDREN'S BILINGUALISM" a Schools Council Programme,
pamphlet by Davfd'Houlion and Richard

WHY SUPFMT r,ILINCUALISM?

. Benefits for all chiidreh

1. Supports confidence in.
own langiage repertoire

2. Increase4 IngUage
awareness

3. Contributes to combating
-racism

4, Increases awareness ,

of cultural-diversity
5. Increases commullicati

between different
cultural' groups \.

Benefits for bilingual children

Support for learning
2. Aiok/ng intellectual/

cognitive development
3. Supporting self-esteem/

confidence in own
ethnicity

4. Supporring.relationship.*
with lamilytand community

5. Extending vocational
and life options

o

BA, LC 41:INCIPLES .

I Equality pi' opportunityel
2. Ovveloping-skills and

talents that children '

bring to school
3. \ esponding positivel.

1 multicultural society

Benefits fol the teacherand the school

I. Increas knowledge of and
relation hip with individual pupils

2. Recognition of pu011s' family/
community as a resource

3. .Increase teacher awareness of
linguistiL and cultural diversity

4 Strengthe s school/community links
5 Contribut s to multicultural ethos

of the scl\ool

10

ONO

1

Copyright CO 1983
School's Council Publications
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encourage children to inveltigate their own patterns of language use as well
.

as the languages they encounter all around them at school, at home and in the

community. (See Appendix for examples)

There are four cards in the series, each with a specific theme--Languages

at home; Languages at school; Languages in the neighborhood; Languages around

the world. Classroom trials have now been completed and, after a-period of

revyion, the cards will be offered to a commerc

How do these British efforts relate to American programs in multilingual

education?

The'Asian and. Minority Group Project of California

What approaches are being used in American schools to educate non-English

speaking children? ,Aupublication by the Office of Bilingual BiculturalEduca-.

tion, California State Department of Education delineates four such approaches.

In school situations, language minority students are exposed

toEnglish in basically four ways:

1) submersion classes;
,

2) grammar-based ESL; (English as a Second Language)

3) communicative-based ESL;

4) sheltered English classes,

A brief description of these four approaches is as follows:

Submersion classes are situations in which teachers speak in

a native speake,r to native speaker register as if all of the

students in the-class were native speakers of English



J

A
. .

Grammar-based ESL classes, foLus on phonology and syntax- and

emphasize le'rning language rules.through-inductive (gratmar-'

\translation) or deductive (audiolingual nr 'Cognitiv code)

methods.
P

Communicative-based ESL, by Contrast; piaces_p9thasiS on

a

langtage use andAunctions, This type of inatrdcion

focuSes on basic. communicative, (glimpt., rather. than'

learning grammar rules.

Sheltered-English approaches deliver subject.-matir in the
I

. ,
second language. In these situations LZ acquirers are

usually grouped together, special materials are prnvided,

students are allowed to speak in their native language

(although the teacher always models native speaker or,

near-native speaker speech), and ..a native speakqr-'to7

non - native speaker register ("motherele" o

is used by the teacher.

"fOreigner talk")

The research suggests that communicative-based ESL and

sheltered EngliWinstruction effectively promote the,

acquisition of. Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills.

(BICS) in:English. Grammar-based ESL and submersion,'

classes have been found to be less effective Ph promnting

such skills. (Cummins,Krashen and Terrell in Handbook for

Teaching Vietnamese Speaking Students, p. 35 -36, 1983).

The matertal. quoted above

Vietnamese Children." This is

'r

was excerpted from'n "Handbook for Teaching

one of the series of hanLooks published in ,

12L
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1983 by the California State Departnient of Education to meet the --needsof

'rapidly-increasing minority language populations in the state. The handbooks

focus on various language groups including: Vietnamese; Cantonese, Korean,

Philipino,'Mandarin, -Japanese, Portuguese, Ilocano Punjabi, Armenian, Laotian,

Cambodian and Samoan. Each handbook addresses the unique historical, socio-
.

cultural and linguistic characteristics of each language group. Ae handbooks

also provide educational resources such as community organizations and class-

room instructional materials. They are designed to assist bilingual/ESL

teachers, counselors, schools administrators and teacher training institutions

in establishing programmatic, curricular and.instruational.polioies.

The linguistic experts who developed the theoretical bases for this

minority language instruction programs se forth in Schooling and Language

Minority Students: A Theoretical Framework', advocate additive bilingualism

and stress on maintenance of the mother tongue. Writing in the Handbook for

Teaching Vietnamese Students, they state that opportunities to develop cogni-

tive and academic languages skills in Vietnamese are naturally not available

to students in most communities in California therefore, parents and educators

must work together to design and implement such opportunities. Further, cog-

'ntive and academic language skills not learned in Vietnamese can easily be

added in English by specially designed instruction at school. "If students

are to benefit from their.bilingualism, attention to Vietnamese language

development. fnd English language-acquisition is necessry." (p: 42). Office

cif BilIng./Bicult;Educ., Calif. State Dept. of Educ. Sacramento, CA.) Hence,

. we can recognize a similarity in philosophy, goals and theoretical framework

between the Schbols Council Mother Tongue Project in Britain and the program

for Asian language speakers in California just described.
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The C011151exities of Mother-TopguL TeLtchigg pnder Conditions of Wide Diversity

.
The circumstances ot defining a unified policy for mother tongue ritAching

- "Or even a general advocacy of ESL programs. in American schools, ttoday', b ( comes
..)

-, ,,_,. ,

more and more problematical. What do educators. propose?'-'What do parent's

want? 'What will the Federal,. stateor local authorities fund? It seems very

trying for those responsible for the integratidn of the immigrant youngsters

into schools across tilt. United States to determine.

A thdughtful and indepth study of-Southeast Asian refugee parents in the

Pacific Northwest sheds further light on the mother tongue teaching controversy.

Mary Blakely of the College of Education, Univesity of Oregon, interviewed

-Siputheast Asian refugee parents to obtain their perspectives on formal edu-

cation for their children attending the local schools. She further augmented

her interpretation of the survey data with two prior'years of participant

observation fieldwork in the setting. The main purpose of her project was to

help the schOdl district learn more about how the refugee families adjusted to

American schools. Emphasis in the study was placed on the parents' perception

of the language environment in the schools, cross-cultural communication,

parent involvemeik in schools and bilingualism. Refugee groups included Chinese,

Vietnamese, Lao, Mien and Khmer speakers'.

This Oregon school district had no recent experience with bilingual edu-

cation prior to the refugee prOgram. After the arrival of the linguistically

. diverse-families from Southeast Asia, the school district applied for and

received Federal funds to implement a "transitional bilingual"prOram in the

schools for the children of these families. The objective was to promote a

"language shift" from mother tongue to the dominant language of the local

'society. The program and the students were evaluated only on the basis of
gir
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English lan044e.proficiency, not on aChqevement of native language literacy

skills. (Blakely, 1983.)
° .

'After twp years.of the program, Blakely asked parents if they thought
N

their children should, learn to-read and write their native languages as well

as English? Each family was asked to respond to the question in reference to

the language they regardied as their "own." The refugee parents across len-

guage groups generally-gave one answer their' Ider children and another

for the younger primac° school age (hiii,dren. Blakely reports that half the

tr

1

parents noted that older 'children alreildy were literate, so there was no need

for them to receive native langauge inStructioniat school. The majority

(60 percent) said they wanted their younger children to learn to read and
,t

write the native language. One Chinese.-Vietnamese mother state "I would like

the 'school to open a Chinese class. Lt would be good for all the children.

The Americans, too." .This mother noted that in our contemporary world Chinese

might be a more widely used language- than,Vietnamese. Chinese parents also

mentioned the intellecbial value of bdcoming literate in two languages.
4 ,

However, a Lao-speaking father was most adamant in hiS response in oppo-
.,:

sition to nativelanguage teaching. Through an interpreter he. stated:.

Write down that I want only' English at school! This not -,

4/0
Laos. There is no reason.to learn to read Lao here:

There are no Lao books in America. Here my boys need

English. They are learning English well at school and

I am happy. To get a go;jd job they must know how to

read and write English. a

(Blakely, p. 62)

Blakely concluded that no parents surveyed argued against English literacy for

their children, but some parents.idoubted the value of being literate in an

e

15
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additional language. Like immigrant groups before themlin America, thex reco -

`,.
. nized the immediate needs for languge proficiency. takely, 1983)

* I.,..

.

These attitudes were further confirmed during an nterview with the ESL.
-'.

Consultant for. theAurora lorad& Schools, who described' his sshodI district's
j d .

A - '
program foi Korean-speak g new immigrant children. He stressed that families

from Korea wanted an,"American education" .for their children. Parepts wanted

their children to be immersed in the American tradition and sp only
r' PPP

American English.. Yet he noted that ten or fifteen years later, when the

families had been inthe U.S. for awhile, they spoke of feelings of egret

fot not teaching their children about their Korean heritage and the language,

as they and their children soon forgot the trititions and culture. ofthe'

mother country.

Another argument that confounds Ne issue of Mother tongue teaching in

the schools of the United States is the one of ethnic minority isolation, and

hence discrimination and economic disadvantagement. Writing in an issue of

the Harvard Education Review on the bilingual edLation controversy, and

particularly how it effects Spanish speakers) Ortheguy points out that to

the extent that bilingual programs help maintain communication in Spanish

among Hispanic children, they may also curb the process of assimilation by

identifying1Hispanics as a distinct group. "Conventional wiAlOpm holds that

as long as a group remains distinguished from the larger society, its members

will remain poor. Because of their experience with racism in this country,

many Hispanics have long-ago given up the hope of disappearing as a distinct

group." (Ortheguy, 1982 p. 312).

Whither Mother Tongue Teaching?

Where does this leave us in this discussion of issues on mother tongue

teaching in Britain and the United States? Strong evidence is set forth by

16
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The School's CotincMother Tongue Project for suppotting Cchildren's
Es-

bilingualism. The P-Oject:s position statement pdints ouN that bilingualism

benefits all Children by supporting coiffidrilce in Qqe own language
.

reperpire, increasing'4nguageawareness, and awareness culturalAiverSit
-

combating prejudice anddisctimination and'incrensing communication between

different cultural groups. Bilingualsm benefits. hiliogual children by

1 .

supportimg learning, aiding intflectual and cognifivv'development,- supporting

self-esteem and confidence in one's own' ethnicity, supporting relationship

with one's family and ethnic
11

community and extending vocational and life-,
-4

options.

Bilingualism benefits teachers and the schools by increasing knowledge .01,

of and relationships with individual'pupils, by recognizing pupil's family

,

'and community as school resources, by increasing teacher awareness ofilin-
,

guistic and cultural diversity, strengthening school/community'ties and by
...,-

.1

Contributing to the multicultural ethos dt the school. Finally bilingualism

0

and the inclusion of mother tongue teaching promotes ecw4lity of educational

opportunity, and develops skills and talent-that chi4irn bring to school.

Bilingualism is a positive response to a multiethnic society.

In America in 1983, school districts across the country, confronted with

raising immigrant populations of limited English-speaking students are opting

for a middle ground, allowing students to retain literacy in their native

language while helping them to learn English. School administrators are

recognizing the advantages of bilinAualism or multilingualism-for-alt-students,

native North Americans as well as new immigrants.

The question of whether toAencourage students to perpetuate

fluency in their native tongue has thrust the schOols into a

larger debate over the future of the United States as a

17 S
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monoling society Critics charge that the dominance of -English'

could he weakened and national cohesiveness could be threatened

if educators do-not handle this issue carefully.
.

tr.

(Maerof.f, 1983 p. 67)
IN 4

;

This debate continues on both sides of the Atlantic. BUtthe need for more

research, curricular materials and teacher educatitinis evident.

ti
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Title: ImpliCations oT Britain's Mother Tongue Project
4

r ,

ffOr American Multiethnic Education

. -. ,
-.... .. .

Authors: Edith W. King , David Houlton .

Schoql of EducatiOn and Director
UhiVersity of DLnver Schools Council'

Mother Tongue Project; Britain.
,

. *
1

.
.

Abstract:
,

This papei discusses issues involved in mother tongue teaching in the

.schools of Britain and the United States. British approaches to bilingual
,-

v education, curricular materials and teaching methods ar highlighted in the
1

description of,the Schools Council MOther Tongue Project. CompariiOns with
..,,,

.

Arrican projects and studies are-. madt. ,The'controversy urrounding mother

tongue teaching in both nations is considered.

I
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New policy sought
on bilingual classes

by Diane Sp7cer
The Schools Council is calling for I
coordinated policy on educo-
lion is primary schools from the
Department Education and Sdence
and local education authorities.

In a report published today, the
council says at least 100 mother ton-
gues are spoken every day in the
nation's classrooms.

Eighteen reams why children's
bilingualism should be supported are

-listed In the report. They include:
helping to fight radius, increasing
language awareness and self confi-
dence, mad strengthening school and
community links.

The report also looks ht current
practice and th In the field of
mother tongue and sets out
the issues which schools and education
authorities should examine when for-
mulating policy....

"It is not a definitive statement on
be subject, but rather a resource for

colic guts who are beginning to con-
sider the type of supportive structure
that can be provided to assist teachers
In taking greater account of the Ian.
gunge skills which their children pos-
sess, but which can easily be left at the
school gates".

The report advises schools to foster
links with centres organized by lociir;
communities to teach mother tongue
as they contain a considerable pool of
bilingual expertise.

Teachers should also take more
account, of the views* pf ethnic groups
and patents, It says. "No doubt in many
schools tItli liaison will require extreme
prof _essionitsltivity if the all-round
benefifs of Yecognizing lingustic di-
versity are to be fully understood,"

The authors, David Houlton and
Richard Willey, call .for reforms in
both initial and, in-service training to
help teachers 'develop bilingual

I

Rs r,,
3,

-;-.

-de I 4,bill?
YwP1:. 0. r.

"- I;
4?'

Mother-tongue teaching: a:enslave approach needed
teaching skills.

"All. teachers, regardless of the
range of their own language know-
ledge, have an important role to play in
giving recognition and support to the
language that their children bring to

school," they say.

&Nutting children's bilingualism
David Houlton and Richard Was;

Resonrcei Unit, 33-35 Tai
Infes2=-York Y01 LW, 11.75.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The Mother; Tongue

Project

Materials
Schools Council:
Mother Tongue Project

Robert Montefiore School
Underwood Road
fbndon 51 5AD
Telephone U1-377 9904

This project was set up in 1981 in
response to the call from mainstream
a d community language schools for
(a curricular resources for use by
b' ingual teachers to assist them to
extend' children's proficiency in their
mother tongue, and (b) guidance for
non-bilingual class teachers in, the
mainstream system on what they might
.do to support children's use of their
mother tongue.

It is being funded by the European
Economic Community, the Schools
Council'and the.Inner London_ Education
Authority.

The project has already produced
various materials. There has been so
much demand from peOple to know about .

these materials that we have produced
this catalogue to describe the output
(existing and planned),of the project.
The illustrations in the catalogue are
taken from the project's materials.

During 1982-1983 these materials are
in their trial stage. In 1983-1984
they will be revised in light of these
trials and will then be made widely
available.

SEMINAR REPORT:

Supporting Children's Bilingualism: --

Policy issues for primary schools
and LEAs. This book is the outcome.
of a seminar held by the project in
the summer term of 1982. It sets out
some of the issues which schools and
LEAs will neW,to examine in order
to offer teachers the support that
is necessary if they are to be able

.o respond effectively to language
diversity. Included are the follow.
ingjvctions: "Why support children's
bilingualism?; The need for a school
and LEA policy;. In-service training;
Resources; Links"with ethnic minority
communities". A final section lists
some discussion_points and suggests
how the docUment could be used, at
local level, as an aia to in-service
training, or in preparing school or
LEA policies.

"Supporting children's
(May 1983). (About £2) frOm Longman
Public tions2 33-35 Tanner Row, York,
Yorks ire YOI 1JP.

PROJECT NEWSLETTER

The team produce a termly newsletter
giving up-to-date reports of the
project's,progress and details of
local initiative in supporting
minority languages.

PROJECT INFORMATION SHEET

This describes the background to
the project, its work in Greek and
Bengali, its proposed work og.
transferring ideas to other language
groups and its work with non-
bilingual teachers..

ft
Both the news ter and information
sheet can be btained free from the
Schools Counca0Mother Tongue Project
At Robert Montefiore School, Underwood
Road, London El.



TEACHING IN THE MULTILINGUAL.' CLASSROOM

This is a handbook for teachers in
linguistically mixed ClassrooN. [t Ls
'a compilation orStrategies.deviged by
groups of.priMary teachers, in eleven
LEAs, between January 1982 :irid..anuary
1983. The emphasis throughout is on
self help, the intent being to demonstrate-.
from case studies of classroom iiiitiatiyes
OW. teachers can create an- atmosphere of

Linguistic awareness' and,sharing, calling
upon the variety of human and material
resources that are available to Most
schools.. The main sections in ,.he

handbOOk are: '''Findihg out About your-
children's languages; Working with the
comunity;. Collecting and using mother
tongue stories;.. Learning and using your
children's'lariguages; Developing resources;
Language diversity across the curriculum ".

,

It is hoped that the handbook will.
be.published in 1984 during the project's
final year. Local trials and evaluation,
will enable teachers who were notinvolVed
in its qvelopmetit to have access to it
as a claSsroom rsciurce and to assist in
shaping its finals form.

TEACHING MATERIALS FOR BILINGUAL:
TEACHERS OF BENGAIiAND GREEK

'The project team have worked. wibia
teacher groups to produce extmplar
materials, designed to'be transferable
for use with;other'languages.,

They
are also producing guides for bilingual
teaclus ef,other languages whoyiSh to
deVelk, their own materials.:

The materials` are desig pd to suit the
needs of three stages ic4theproject
have identified ,for lan uage learning,

preliteraey'
beginning literacy
extending literacy

They arealgo devised to cefer four
theme's familiar tothe children:
Myself, Home, Schobl, The Street.

The levels for which each element of
the material is designed are shown .111
this list.

.
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PROJECT PRODUCED MA1'ER1r1LS -`

The Picture. Book.
this book will have 15 pictureivith:.'

o

4'16 text) tilustrating_varicus_themcs
familiar to or of interest to children.

The pittUre4opics are: the home;, your

body;' tfiestreet; the market; sehool4,..1,

the:

i

ayground; the 11,4ospital;-te,;

people at w rk; food;

count,ryside;;i:

n; the

- the:seaside; a game

About TOa&signs....

The Picture BoOk,:canbe used: in any
ways with children:of differentfttges,.

learning ar0 language. It can also. be,

used in ordinaryHmaknst,reateclasses.ak.a!
multicultural resource,'

The accompanying noteS"describe a
wide variety of activities to help.,

build up vocabulary, to teach and

practise language structures, to link

'wftti story telling and discussion,
to-provide a' starting point for

writing:

4.dOuble spreads
Extent:_-32'pages

The Fiorines
'these models (the adult figures are
about '27cm tall) depict four families
'living' in the neighbourhood of the
Picture Book: -A Greek and a Bengali
family (both with grandparents); a

,West ,Indian family and a single
Amtent!EngliSh. family.

The figurines can be used on their own
or with the Picture Book for story
telling and many other oral activities.
They are presented as family sheets
for the teacher to colour'andlpunt

° for standing.
c

Other families couldApe idevised using
these as basic models. '

27.



The Story Book
The Story Book, too, can be used for
a wide range of purposes in any
language class to encourage 'both oral
and written language. It will also
be useful as a multicultural resource
in all classes.

The book will have 15 stories told
only in pictures. There are no words,
but the teacher'is provided with the
text both in English and the mother
tongue.

The stories are chosen from many of
the cultures represented in Britain
today.

The stories_are.chosen_from many of
the cultures represented in, Britain
today and include: The Fat Fox;
The Tiger and the Old Man;: The Birds

,.and the Cake; The Tiger-Eating Animal
-(from, Bangladesh and India); Hodja

and the Baclavas; Hodja and the
Donkey (from Turkey); The Hare and

the Tortoise; The Fox and the Crane;

Persephone (Greece); The Five Finger

Mountain (Cyprus); Anansi and the

Boat (West Africa and the Caribbean);
Hengist and Horsa (Britain: Weighing

an Elephant (China); Whey there are

so many Languages (Choctaw Indian);

The Pot of Gold (Eiie).

The accompanying teacher's notes
suggest ways in which this material.
can be used. For example: story
telling (both oral and written);
as sequence cards; question, res-
ponse and discussion.

Size: A4 landscape Extent: 32 pages
Ii

The Alphabet Sheets
These sheets, showing a number of
words for each letter, can be used
as a frieze or as individual letter
sheets for the oracy and beginning
literacy stages in Greek and Bengali.
They are simple to devise for other

languages.

Number Sheets or Friezes
For Greek, which has the same numerals
as English, any number sheet so long
as it is 'word-free' can be used.
The trial schools are using Dick
Brunals Number FrieZe (Methuen).

NuMber sheets for Bengali or other
languages which use other numera;#,
can be devised in the same way as can
alphabet sheets, or bought from shops
importing books from Asia.

7Q
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The Phonic Readers
These bookg are for children ac ;tin.u.ng

early literacy skills. They have it

basic story line and are designed tea

introduce children to the phonic

features of 'their language. They assume

that the children have already been
introduced to' 'the main sounds and

symbols of the alphabet.

Bengali:
Book 1:
Book 2:

32 pages A5

24 pages A5

Greek
Book 1 and 2: 20 pages A5

W V( Y1'

t. 1/4.7 T. t t1 t Ct. .) t

V CWO rt pct LA-)

(u Yl 1.1
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The Phonic Workbooks
These can be used in conjunction with
the project's Phonic Readers or with
other early literacy materials.

They reinforce and extend the early
reading skills and gradually lead
the children into written work.

Sane activities include:

letter formation and recognition
picture/word matching
sentence building
phonic practice

.0

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 29
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These books can be used as exemplar
by teachers of other languages wishing
to construct similar early reading
materials.

Greek
Book 1 and 2: 20 pages A4 landscape

Bengali
Book 1 and 2: 20 pages A4 portrait

The Readers

The Readers can be read aloud to the
children or can be read by them. The

reading level varies between about
7 and 9 years

All the Readers have been translated
into Greek and Bengali for the trials
and into English, so they can be
considered by other language groups.

4
The fourteen Readerd
during the trial peri

ve been used
. They are:

\tamoon's First Day at School: A
Bengali child's firs; day at primarr.
school where he is helped by a Greek boy.

Dressing Up: Children dress up in
clothes from different cultures, but
one child feels left our

Marina's Christenilhg: The story of
the baby's christening as told by her
cousin, Lakis.

Visitor Alice: A snake is brought
into school for children to meet.

Audy's-To-o-thache. . Andy -eats -tocr

many sweets- and then he has toothache.
The story of his visit to Dr Singh
the Dentist.

Ranjat the Elephant: The adventures'
of an elephant who is taken off to
perform in a circus.

The Best Bonfire in the World: Niki

and her Bengali friend fisit Cyprus

at Easter-tide.

The Outing: Roma and Alexis
visit alarm with their school. The

outing nearly ends in disaster..

q0M1?1' 5T1

4711 Z15.1915 f4qr
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A Day in Athens: Michael meets his friend
Jasmin in Athens and their two families
spend the day together.

Auntie Rupa's Wedding

Sister Sarah's Wedding

Meerals-Weddiug

These three stories are linked by the
three girls who go to three weddings in
their families: one is Muslim, one Hindu,
and one Christian.

Aunt Niki's Wedding: A young boy's
description of a Greek wedding day.

Asad's Id: Asad spent last Pd in
Bangladesh. This year he celebrates
Id in London, and shares it with his
friends from school.

Format: AS 12-32 pages.
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Extension Reading Material
This material is for those children
who have reached the stage where they
can read with reasonable assurance..
However, their level of comprehension
ability may still be limited so, that
they-do-mat-fully--understand All that

they read.

The team have prepared sample activity

sheets with a variety of exercises in

sentence/word completion, identification

of parts of speech,vptory writing and

comprehension taska-to help the children

through this stage.

Resource Packs
Each class in the trials has been
given a resource pack. This includes

an assortment of material's: poems,

recipes, stories, etc. It is intended

that the teacherl, will use this 'as a

core for their own collection of

material.

EXISTING PUBLISHED MATERIAL

In addition.to the material created by
the team, the trial schools have examples
of books and kits produced originally for
language development in English mother
tongue classes. Some of this has been
specially adapted to the trials. Included
are:

Book boxes
Each trial class has been given E10
worth of books as a book box. The
titles have been selected from those
available in Britain. It also includes
some bilingual books in both English
and the- mother tongue from Bangladesh,
West Bengal, Greece and Cyprus.

Breakthrough-to Lileracy(Longman)
Each class has a set of the Break-
through Sentence Maker with words in
the appropriate language. These have
been reproduced an the blank cards.
which are available from the publisher.
They are used when literacy is being
introduced.

Some of the Breakthrough Readers which
link with the project's' four themes -,

and have a suitable multicultural ack-,

ground have been translated by theam.
Stick-on sheets have been provided so
that the teachers can convert these
books into GYeek or Bengali readers.

These are used. to supplement the
project's own Readers in encouraging
reading fluency,

Terraced House; 'Other Language
Sheets' agethuenT:.

The publishers of these early readers,
with a strong multicultural, urban
thread in their colourful photographic

illustrations, have translated the text
into a numbervf mother tongues.

The publishers havle provided adhesive
sheets with which the teacher can
convert the books either fully to the
mother tongue or, as the project has
done, to bilingual readers in which the
child can read the text both in English
and the other language. (Orders to
Schools Promotion Unit, Methuen
Educational Ltd, North Way, Andover,
Hants, enclosing E3 for 16 texts.,)

31



Language for Learning
Thesetext-free language development
activities, developed by ILEA's
Language Materials Service, are
published'by ILEA and by Heinemann
Educational elsewhere. They provide
an example of text-free material which
is equally useful for the development
of any language.

Unit 1: Classifications. lnit 2:
Storx_telling; Unit 3: quire and
eliminate; Unit 4: List , discuss
and do; Unit 5: Compare and enquire;
Unit 6: Description. (Orders to
Heinemann Educational or, within I
to the Learning Materials Servic

Traditional Greek Buildings
A pack from which, following the
instructions in Greek/pupils can
build a model Greek building.

Available from: Schema Paper Models,,
36 Westbri'dge Road, London SW11.

Teacher's Book
The TeaFher's Book for the Mother
Tongue*material gives suggestions
for how,the materials may be used
in a gret variety of ways.

Look: No 9drds!
The team are building up a catalogue
of material which is readily avail-
able and is 'tent -free' so that it
can be used for language development
work in any language. The catalogue
will make suggestions about how
items can be used in mother tongue
teaching.

The project team w d welcome any
information about material. which
might be included in the catalogue
with suggestions for its use.

Test Materials
As part of the evaluation of the
project, tests are being carried out
to see what effect the trial teaching
is having on pupil's oracycand
literacy progress both in ehe mother
tongue and in English.

Oracy tests which cari be adapted toat,
any language have been devised in
which a story is told with props and
the children are asked to retell the
story.

°

.4.

The oracy test stories are
The Tj.ger in the Market (developed
by ILEA staff and. CUES) with props
and figurines;

The Lost Parrot (with figurines);
Sparkie the Robot (whose programme
for housework goes awry) with
sequence cards;
Treasure in Space (about astronauts
finding buried treasure) with
sequence cards.

Cloze procedure is being used in the
reading test with stories in Bengali,
Greek and English.

EVALUATION REPORTS

There will be reports reCording_the
working of'the project both from the
project evaluatqr abd from the EEC.

THE C4ILDREN,I,S,LANGUAGE PROJECT

This is the provisional title of a serief'
of activity cards. They

involving
the out-

come of a joint venture nvolving the
Mother Tongue project and thetinguistic
Minorites project.

They., are designed to encourage children
to investigate their own patterns of
language use;. as, Well as the languages
they encounter asound them..

There are five cards, each with a theme:
the origins of language; language in
the neighbourhood; languages at school;
languages at home; languages around the
World., They are being tried out by
teachers in Bradford, Haringey and
Waltham Forest.

You can talk to ?our class about what you saw.

It
careHow oldare

your ,

32
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The Project Evaluator,' Tansley, writes about the trial period

THE SCHOOLS The projec worked With THE CHILDREN Teachers worked with groups
12 mainstre schools and . (maximum 12) of children

11 community mother tongue schools. The
mainstream schools comprised 5 schools,
mainly in Haringey, when, Greek mother
tongue teaching was carried out and
7 schools, in the Tower Hamlets area of
ILEA, where Bengali mother tongue teach-
ing took place, covering both infant
and junior age ranges.
The community schools were chosen as' .

far as possible to represent the wide
range of provision that already exists;
so that for the Greek.schools both
cturch schools and those organised by
the Greek Parents Association' were.
selected and for the Bengali school 'a
mosque-School and a school attended by
pupils from West Bengali were chosen.

1
shich they frequently subdivided accord-
ng to language competence, from children
o:spoke little English to those who
oke little of their mother tongue. A

eu-English-only speaking children form-
ed,part of the Greek mother tongue class
in one school. TA. children's ages
ranged between 6 and 11 't.ars.

.
.

THE WORK Teachers were givgn a package
project: aterials to use,

designed to cover bo h oracy.andliteracy
in the mother ton e. in addition they
collaborated. with mainstream teachers on
many occasions over. project work, topics,
stories.etc.

THE CLASSES in the community schools
the project work was slot-

ted into ongoing programmes although in
some cases groups of children were
Alectecyto work specifically with the
projects materials.' some main-
stream schools, towever, classes had to
be specially set up for the work to
take place.

1

Two models of organisation were trial:

the integrated model, where the
mother tongue teacher works ip
the mainstream (classroom along-
side the mainstream teacher;

the withdrawal model, where the
mother tongue teacher takes
children out Of the mainstream
class and works wit them in a
separate room.

In the mainstream schools a total of
four hours teaching time (frequently
spread over. two groups) plus one
hour's liaison time was allocated.

iiit.i- THE TEACHERS .A9ain teachers were
::, Chosen to represent a

-;1 variety of backgroundso that Greek
teachers included teachers from the
Greek Embassy, the Cyprus High Com-
mission, unqualified teachers and a
mainstream teacher. Bengali teachers
included both Sylheti and West Bengal
epeakers, qualified'. and unqualified

teachers and again mainstream
teachers.

AO

SAPAIlAktiAOAMWIAS

J

OUTCOME:: Ault, outcomes have been

increased contidenceThnd motivation
amou,j.;t the project children;

7 stronger links between parents and
schools;,

increased status of minority languages;

greater language awareness in_genera4

better understanding between main-
,

stream and mother tongue teachers.

Eventually it is hoped to publish a
detailed case study report of the trial

period.
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THE NEXT STEP
e

NdV, that the materials have been exposed to ,classroom use theyare being

revised in the light of teachers' and children's okservations. Our next

step, then, is to establish contact with:pUblishersAO may beinterested
in making the-materials commercially available. Thiswill be done through

a trawl of educational and community publigherS, leading to a meeting of
interested parties early in the Autumn fermi..

Readers will know fiom their own
experidtice'that there is little
tradition in Britain of publish-
ing materials in community lan-
guages other than Welsil. We are,

therefore, in unknown territory.
But we are hopeful that our con

t

-

tac with Publishers will demon-
..

strate the need foi such materials
and wilieventually ldad to us-
finding a channel for publicat-
ion and distribution.

=:--OTHER LANGUAGES

5/7
Although Bengali and Gr k are
major languages in the L
area, at a national le
are just two among mafiy community
languages. Indeed in some areas
of Britain they are spoken by
only a small, prOportion of the
-ethnic minority ,population.

EK5 pc)

_

So it is important that bilingual teachers of other languages should be able

Ito draw upon our work and feel that our materials have some application for

them. With this in mind, for some months we have been working closely

with Ana Santos of the Portuguese Consulate, whose teachers have been using

adapted versions of our materials in their own community -schools.

'We have also received detailed advice from
Otalph Russell and members of the National
Working Party on Urdu teaching. - 4

We are now reaching out to teachers of-other
community languages. Several LEAs have
agreed to help. They have received copies
of our materials and over the next few months

will be,giving feedback on how the materials

have been used bilingual teachers in their

areas. This will culminate in a Working
.
Conference in December which. will prepare a
guide to advise bilingual teachers generally
of how they might develop resources to meet
t%eir own teaching needs.
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"TEACHING IN THE MULTILINGUAL CLASSROOM"

....

Int

"TOo'groups have
recent4y recorded in-

formation (about themselves
on tape in Gujarati, Urdu', Pushtu
and Bengali, and were not4self-
conscious about speaking in their
mother tongue in front of me. I
particularly liked the way in which
these groups worked so well 'together.
jf wIchild was not sure of the,
Urdu or Gujarati word the otlt
children would help him or
her out."

"A display of numbqrs
in .Urdu script provoked a

very positive response from
the children. They came to
tell owe which numbers they could

read and began to record numbers in
other languages. Whilst making some
number games using Gujarati, Punjabi
Urdu and English, a group of nine
year olds proficient in these
languages began to show a great.
interest in each'others' tan=
guaes and looteach each

other4"

"One way if
whi(41 the whol

a(,hool shares an in-
4rcot in language vari-

tion is through music. The
scti,ol meets together once a week

Or .inging,and music-making,.
usino songs and.musie from a
variety of cultural traditions.
Bonds with Jimple repetitive
lines in different languages
feature regularly.%

0

These are some teachers' statements that appear in the pilot version of
our handbook "Teaching in the Multilingual Classroom ". It'is aimed at
teachers in multilingual primary schools4wha do not nessarily speak their
pupils' home languages, but who wish to give more recognition to these "

as part of their day-to-day classroom ptactice.

Trials of the handbook are now beginning and will continue until late
'November of this,year. A tota l of 22 Local Education Authoritie's . .

around the country are'aspisting us during this trial'period. For
further information about the work of'any of these trial groups
the Co-brdinatois can be contacted at the addresses on the follouting pages.

Already there is a great deal of tpterest'Ln the handbook but, as it
is still at the pilot stage, we are unable,to make copies available
to readers who are not involved with one of the local groups.
However, we would ,a.lways,be hap$ to supply more detailed information

S a aon receipt of a .A.E. nd an indication of your specific rea of
interest. P .
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